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Unit 5: THE ALPHABET I Mnemonic Cue Sheet 

a 
A is for apple on it 's side. Yummy, yum, yum, yum. 

~ 
B is for baseball bat. Don't forget to tuck your thumb. 

_s 
C is for chomp. See the mouth so big and wide? 

D is for~ with an ear up on one side. 

E is fo~. a snake-like, wiggly fish. 

~~ 
~ 

F is for fountain. Toss a coin in, make a wish ! 

~ 
G is for guitar, playing music sweet and strong. 

(t~'"l ~:::A 
H is for highway. Cars are moving right along . 

~ 
I is fore!, standing up with head held high. 

J is for jet doing flips across the sky. 

~ 
K is for kangaroo, hopping once or maybe more. 

~ 
L is for lighthouse sitting on a rocky shore. 

~ 
M is for mountain with three peaks standing tall. 

N is for nail. See it poking through the wall? 

~ 
0 is for onions that might make you cry a little. 

Pis for paren~ith their baby in the middle. 

@) 
Q is for quarter. Try not to let it drop! 

R is for rle. twisted tightly at the top. 

S is for stone lying still until you g rab it. 

~ 
T is for tail on a tiny bunny rabbit. 

I 
U is for u~ed, two friends stand stra ight and true. 

Vis for vase, f illed with flowers just for you . 

w 
W is for worm, crawling slowly in the dirt. 

I 
X is for x-ray. Bend your finger like it 's hurt. 

1ft 
Y is for yak. B ig horns spread out so wide. 

·.::------
' 

@ ', - ' ,---~'-
Z is for zig-zag, like the fireflies outside. 

Mnemonic concepts developed by Christopher Burke. 
Poem by Leslie Parrish Briggs and Rebecca de Azevedo Overson. 
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